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This Policy will underpin everything that we do at the Barnehurst Federation for 
we recognise that Behaviour affects every aspect of school life.  A well ordered, 
well behaved and civilized school allows a vast range of opportunity and 
experience for all. 
 

Ethos 
 
The ethos of the Behaviour policy will be that children respond best by positive 
reinforcement of those behaviours we find acceptable and clear consequences 
for children displaying those behaviours that do not meet our agreed high 
standards. 
 
This policy seeks to establish the behaviour which we require from all our 
children and how that will be rewarded.  It also sets out the behaviour we find 
unacceptable and the consequences that will be used to ensure our standards 
are met. 
 
This policy seeks to set out the responsibilities of children, staff, parents and 
Governors at the Barnehurst Federation in ensuring that the Behaviour Policy 
contributes to the high standards on which we all insist. 
 
 

Aims: 
 
The overall aim of the behaviour policy is to ensure that we all adhere to 
our core values of: 
 

Aspire, Happiness, Love of Learning, Achievement, Respect, Honesty 
and Team. 

 
✓ To create an environment in both schools in which pupils want to behave 

well because they feel part of our community and understand their 
responsibilities within that community. 

 
✓ Relationships between staff and children is vital.  Adults should focus on 

making children feel important, valued and like they belong.  Adults need 
to develop relationships and connections with their children to allow trust 
to grow and for children to feel secure. 

 
✓ To raise self-esteem and to present opportunities to offer praise. 

 
✓ To guide our children towards independence and self-discipline where 

good behaviour is seen as a value in itself. 
 

✓ To make a clear distinction between expected behaviour and children 
who are going above and beyond expectations and ensuring they 
receive recognition for this. 
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✓ To involve children in the building of a community that represents their 

needs and responds to their ideas about an effective community. 
 

✓ To ensure that teachers recognise the importance of effective teaching, 
consistent approach and fair and appropriate consequences and are 
supported in their professional lives by effective management structures.   

 
✓ To ensure that all staff maintain an equal insistence on high standards 

of behaviour and realise the importance of teamwork in establishing 
whole school good behaviour. 

 
✓ To inform parents about how they can support the Behaviour Policy and 

the crucial role they have to play in the behaviour of their child at school. 
 

✓ To ensure that governors’ actions support the Good Behaviour Policy as 
they discharge their duties. 

 
 

School Rules 
 

Our schools base their judgements concerning each child’s behaviour around 
their agreed values.  Each of our rules are linked to our school values. 
 

Aspire 
We will try our best 

 Happiness 
We will be kind and caring  

Love of Learning 
We will show a growth mindset 

Achievement 
We show responsibility of our own learning and our actions 

Respect 
We respect everyone 

Honesty 
We will be truthful 

Team 
We listen to and encourage each other 

 
 

Rewards for Good Behaviour Choices 
 
At Barnehurst, we believe it is important that children receive recognition for 
demonstrating our values, showing a positive learning attitude and going above 
and beyond our minimum behaviour expectations.  Praise must be specific and 
the rewards must be measured according to the individual circumstances.  
Teachers need to ensure that the behaviour that is praised and recognised 
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goes above minimum expectations e.g putting hand up/listening/lining up 
quietly is a minimum expectation. 
Each class has the reward steps displayed at the top of the behaviour ladder.  
Children’s names are moved onto the various rewards/recognition according 
to the criteria below. 
 
 
In Class Good Behaviour Recognition System 
 

Good to be Green 
Behaviour expecations 

 

Verbal praise by an adult 

Recognition Board  
A reward for children who have 
shown high levels of or 
improved effort or who have 
shown high levels of one of our 
school values. 

 

Child’s name goes on the recognition board and child/adult 
selects from the following: 

• Phone call/end of day message to parents 

• Leaf presentation 

• Share learning with another member of staff/SLT 

• Good news note home 
 

Above and beyond 
A reward for children who 
consistently show our school 
values and consistently go 
above and beyond 

Child comes to see Headteacher at 3pm and name is 
written in silver book in Key Stage 1 and Gold book for Key 
Stage 2. 
Children are then invited for a hot chocolate with 
Headteacher on Friday.  Photo taken and shared in the 
newsletter. 

 
No sticker or rewards are to be issued other than the ones detailed in this 
policy. 
 
Celebration Assemblies 
 
Every week there is a Celebration Assembly in each of the schools in which the 
children who have demonstrated our school values and a Growth Mindset 
beyond minimum expectation. The children are nominated by their class 
teacher and these are written on a leaf.  Parents are then invited to the leaf 
presentation assembly, where the leaf is put onto the values tree.  
 
In both schools tokens are given to children by all adults for upholding the 
values at lunchtimes.  The class with the most tokens receive an additional 
reward. 
 
The names of children who are in the Gold or Silver Book have their names 
read out and are invited to 'Hot Chocolate Friday’.  
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Consequences for Poor Behaviour Choices 
 
The purpose of a consequence is to ensure that an unwanted behaviour 
changes and is not repeated.  Children need to be clear that is the behaviour 
choice that is ‘bad’ and not them.  Adults must: 
 

• Provide children with a clear explanation of the behaviour that is not 
acceptable and then tell them what they need to do in order to improve.  

•  Adults will use the script of “Move your name down because….. I know 
you can move back up the ladder.  If you show me…… I will move your 
name back up.” 

• Children will be given frequent opportunities to demonstrate that they 
have developed self-control and learnt from previous mistakes and will 
be moved back up the behaviour traffic lights when they show behaviour 
improvement. 

• The consequences and rewards must be administered by all staff at the 
school.  Any system is only as strong as its weakest link, thus we will all 
be vigilant to ensure that the behaviour Policy is administered throughout 
all aspects of school life. 

• All classes display a behaviour ladder in each classroom 

• All children start every morning and afternoon on green, with a fresh 
start. 

• Poor behaviour should be dealt with in a non-emotional and calm way, 
and where possible, discretely. 

 
Parents Role 
 
Behaviour is managed effectively by parents and staff working together towards 
the high standard on which we all insist.  It is important that the school and 
parents work together if and when issues arise, so that children receive a 
consistent message.  We know it can be difficult for parents at times and we 
are here to help and offer advice if that is something you would find helpful. 
 
Parents have a vital role to play in the good behaviour of their child at our 
school.  Parents can support the school by demonstrating to children that the 
school rules are important and being a positive role model. 
 
Play Times and Dinner Times 
 
At the Barnehurst Federation there will be no difference between the behaviour 
expectations at play times than in the classrooms.  Indeed the staff on duty will 
be expected to administer rewards and consequences in very much the same 
way.  Lunch times and play times will also be used for the completion of work 
where a child has not made an acceptable effort during lessons or with their 
homework.  The playground will not be an automatic rite for all children but will 
be an earned reward for those children demonstrating our expectations about 
behaviour and effort. 
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Signed:……………………..……….. L. Shields, Head Teacher    
 
Date:…………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed:………………………………..  S Ristow, Chair of Governors 
 
 
Date:…………………… 
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APPENDIX 1 

Response to Poor Behaviour Choices In Lesson time 
 

Stag
e 

In school 
Behaviour 

 Response  If twice in one week or 
repeatedly weekly 
over a number of 

weeks 

 Care Plan 

1a Child Makes poor 
behaviour choice 

 

CT gives a verbal warning 
CT considers actions they 

can take to help stop 
behaviour reoccurring 

  

1b Child continues 
poor behaviour 

choice 
 

CT organises for child to 
miss 5 minutes of 

playtime/lunchtime 
 

Recorded in behaviour log 

  

2 Child continues  
poor behaviour 

choice 

Child sent with their work 
for 10 minutes time out in 

partner classroom 
 

CT phones or speaks to 
Parent at end of day 

 
Receiving teacher records 

this in behaviour log 

CT arranges to meet 
Parent to discuss in 
class strategies to 
improve behaviour 

Ensure behaviour 
improves. 

If no significant 
improvement and child 

is still regularly 
reaching stage 2, flag to 

phase leader for 
behaviour support. 

3 Child continues 
behaviour choices 

or shows: 
 

Physical behaviour 
self-exiting 
Defiant 
Vandalism 
Theft 
Being insulting or 
rude to others 
Homophobic 
language 
Racism 
 

Child sent to a member of 
SLT for ½ or 1 day timeout 

in another class  
 

Record this in class 
behaviour log 

 
SLT write letter, phone 

home or speak to parent at 
the end of the day and 

explain circumstance and 
consequence. 

SLT arranges to meet 
with parent with CT to 
discuss strategies to 
improve behaviour. 

 
Set clear target with 

possible use of 
behaviour support 

chart. 

Children’s needs 
discussed with SENCO 
and SLT.  Discussion 

around possible causes 
of behaviour, triggers 

and descalation 
strategies that can be 
used to support the 

child. 
 

PSP meeting with 
parents organised and 

plan implemented 
 
 

4 Behaviour on PSP 
does not improve 
significantly and 

child continues to 
go through stages 

3 
 

OR 
Child is involved in 
a one-off serious 

incident (e.g. 
seriously hurting 
another child, 

threatening adults 
etc. 

Child sent to Headteacher 
 

Headteacher meets with 
Parents to review behaviour 
and instigates the following 
progressive consequences: 

 
1. Lunch exclusion 
2. Fixed-term 

exclusion 
3. Permanent 

exclusion 

 Inclusion leader/SENCO 
consults with New 

Horizons alternative 
provison for outreach or 
for spaces and respite 
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Response to Poor Behaviour At Playtime and Lunchtime 
 
 
 

Stage In school 
Behaviour 

 Response  If twice in one week   Care Plan 

1a Child make poor 
behaviour choice in 

playground 

MDL gives a verbal 
warning 

  

2  Child make poor 
behaviour choice in 
playground again 

MDL investigates gives 
child 10 minute timeout 
on the bench and records 

this in the book 
 

MDL reports to CT at end 
of lunch 

  

3 Child misbehaves 
again after being 
given a timeout 

 
Or is involved in a 

one-off more 
serious incident 

such as: 
 

Physical behaviour 
self exiting 
Defiant 
Vandalism 
Theft 
Being insulting or 
rude to others 
Homophobic 
language 
Racism 
 

MDL investigates 
thoroughly.  MDL takes 
child to the reflection 

room  
 

SLT record this in quiet 
room log 

 
SLT issues letter, phones 
home or speaks to Parent 

at the end of the day 
 

MDL informs teacher  
 
 

SLT meets with parents 
to discuss behaviour and 
causes for behaviour in 
order to identify next 

steps. 
 

Agree behaviour plan 

Strategy chosen that 
supports child in making 

correct choices: 

• Positive behaviour 
tracker 

• Use of key adult 
system to support 
play 

• Reducing length of 
playtimes 

• Use of lunchtime 
inclusion group 

• Use of small 
playground 

4 Behaviour does not 
improve 

significantly 
following lunchtime 
behaviour plan and 
child continues to 

go through stages 2 
and 3 

 
OR 

Child is involved in 
a one-off very 
unusual serious 

incident  

Senior MDL or SLT notify 
Headteacher 

 
Headteacher meets with 

Parents to review 
behaviour and instigates 
the following progressive 

consequences: 
 

1. Lunch exclusion 
internal 

2. Lunchtime 
exclusion 
external 

3. Fixed-term 
exclusion 

4. Permanent 
exclusion 

Review behaviour plan to 
evaluate stargies and 
develop new ones if 
necessary 

SENCO seeks external 
support from new 
Horizons or alternative 
provison.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


